Effect of arteriovenous graft flow rate on vascular access hemodynamics in a novel modular anastomotic valve device.
Perturbed vascular access hemodynamics is considered a potential driver of intimal hyperplasia, the leading cause of vascular access failure. To improve vascular access patency, a modular anastomotic valve device has been designed to normalize venous flow between hemodialysis periods while providing normal vascular access during hemodialysis. The objective of this study was to quantify the effects of arteriovenous graft flow rate on modular anastomotic valve device vascular access hemodynamics under realistic hemodialysis conditions. Modular anastomotic valve device inlet and outlet flow conditions and velocity profiles were measured by ultrasound Doppler in a vascular access flow loop replicating arteriovenous graft flow rates of 800, 1000, and 1500 mL/min. Fluid-structure interaction simulations were performed to identify low wall shear stress regions on the vein wall and to characterize them in terms of temporal shear magnitude, oscillatory shear index, and relative residence time. The model was validated with respect to the Doppler measurements. The low wall shear stress region generated downstream of the anastomosis under low and moderate arteriovenous graft flow rates was eliminated under the highest arteriovenous graft flow rate. Increase in arteriovenous graft flow rate from 800 to 1500 mL/min resulted in a substantial increase in wall shear stress magnitude (27-fold increase in temporal shear magnitude), the elimination of wall shear stress bidirectionality (0.20-point reduction in oscillatory shear index), and a reduction in flow stagnation (98% decrease in relative residence time). While the results suggest the ability of high arteriovenous graft flow rates to protect the venous wall from intimal hyperplasia-prone hemodynamics, they indicate their adverse impact on the degree of venous hemodynamic abnormality.